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Big picture

What is happening this year with the UC budget?

I Student fees are up

I Employees’ salaries are down

I The situation is likely to get worse in upcoming years

I Your education will suffer



Student fees

I This academic year’s undergraduate student fees have
increased over 9% from the last academic year

California Resident Non-resident
2008–2009 $8,062 $28,760
2009–2010 $8,816 $31,485
Percentage increase 9.3% 9.5%

I The UC Board of Regents has proposed another $585/year fee
increase ($633 for non-residents), starting winter quarter

I It is also entertaining another $1,344/year fee increase
starting 2010–2011

http: // www. ucsd. edu/ current-students/ finances/ financial-aid/ budgeting/ index. html

http: // www. universityofcalifornia. edu/ regents/ regmeet/ sept09/ f1. pdf

http://www.ucsd.edu/current-students/finances/financial-aid/budgeting/index.html
http://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/regents/regmeet/sept09/f1.pdf
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Employee salaries

I Meanwhile, salaries of all employees—not only professors but
also staff—are lower this year

I These reductions in salary range between 4–10% (a
progressive cut; higher salaries are cut more)

I This is called a“furlough”(unpaid vacation), but for faculty
there is no concrete manifestation of unpaid vacation

I This cut is specified to be a temporary one-year measure, but
it’s not clear where the funds would come from to reverse it

http: // www. universityofcalifornia. edu/ news/ article/ 21511

http://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/news/article/21511
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Sources of funding for UC

I Only a small part of the UC budget comes from state
support. . .

I . . . but most of the rest of the budget is strongly constrained
in the way it’s used

I Medical centers
I Government research grants & centers

http: // www. ucop. edu/ budget/ rbudget/ 200910/ 2009-10BudgetforCurrentOperations-BudgetDetail. pdf

http://www.ucop.edu/budget/rbudget/200910/2009-10BudgetforCurrentOperations-BudgetDetail.pdf
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Sources of general-campus instruction expenditures

I Your interactions with professors are almost entirely funded by
core funds

http: // www. ucop. edu/ budget/ rbudget/ 200910/ 2009-10BudgetforCurrentOperations-BudgetDetail. pdf
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UC’s share of the state budget

I The proportion of the state budget that goes to the University
of California has fallen by over 1/3 over less than 30 years

http: // www. ucop. edu/ budget/ rbudget/ 200910/ 2009-10BudgetforCurrentOperations-BudgetDetail. pdf

http://www.ucop.edu/budget/rbudget/200910/2009-10BudgetforCurrentOperations-BudgetDetail.pdf


Prisons’ share of the state budget

I Incidentally, prisons now take up 10% of the state’s budget
(up from 5% in 1987–1988)

I The cost of incarcerating a prisoner for a year has grown to
above $46,000 (nearly twice the cost of educating an in-state
undergraduate student!)

I There are lots of reasons for this—including three-strikes law,
incarceration for“victimless crimes”

http: // www. sdnn. com/ sandiego/ 2009-05-06/ news/ politics-city-county-government/

californias-prison-system-what-now

http: // lao. ca. gov/ analysis_ 2009/ crim_ justice/ crimjust_ anl09. pdf
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Why is the state contribution to the UC dropping?

I The state budget is itself in crisis.

I Unlike in most states, California requires a 2/3 legislative
majority to pass a budget or raise taxes

I California’s proposition system shackles the budget
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California’s proposition system

I The proposition system began in 1911 under Governor Hiram
Johnson

I If a proposition gets on the ballot, it can become law in a
popular referendum by a simple (50%) majority

I A proposition can oblige the state to fund a program without
specifying where that funding shall come from
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The most infamous California proposition

I As with other states, California property tax is based on the
assessed value of the property

I Proposition 13: Unlike other states, “assessed value”means
value at time of purchase (plus maximum 2% appreciation per
year), rather than present value (1978;“taxpayer revolt”)

I In 2003, Warren Buffet paid 0.056% property tax on his $4
million California home!

http: // weber. ucsd. edu/ ~miwhite/ wasi-white-final. pdf

http://weber.ucsd.edu/~miwhite/wasi-white-final.pdf
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California home prices

I Proposition 13: The huge increase in property values since
1978 has meant a huge loss of potential revenue to the state

http: // www. laalmanac. com/ economy/ ec37. htm

http://www.laalmanac.com/economy/ec37.htm


Not all propositions have necessarily been bad

I Proposition 98: mandated minimum spending levels for K–12
education (1988); perhaps the only reason that California
education spending levels haven’t completely plummeted?



What are the likely consequences?

I You will have a harder time paying for your college education
I You will be likely to work more hours in jobs while taking

classes
I This will leave you with less time and energy to focus on

getting the most out of your classes

I The best faculty will be more likely to leave and work at
better-funded institutions

I The prestige of UC will drop
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Washington Monthly Rankings

I UC—and UCSD in particular—does great in national rankings!

http: // www. washingtonmonthly. com/ college_ guide/ rankings/ national_ university_ rank. php

http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/college_guide/rankings/national_university_rank.php


Washington Monthly Rankings

I But look at what goes into these rankings!



Why does this matter to you?

I Short-term: your education over the next few years will suffer

I You’ll have higher fees and probably less time/energy to devote
to classes

I Class enrollments will be larger
I Opportunities for direct interaction with faculty (e.g., senior

seminars) will disappear

I Long-term: the prestige of the degree you’re working toward
will suffer

I You’ll be carrying that degree designation around with you for
the rest of your life
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What can you do?

I Learn about the current crisis. Read up on the California
economy. Read about UC.

I Talk with your friends and family.

I Contact your state assemblyperson, state senator, and the
governor. Let them know what you think.

I Don’t let this distract you from your studies. You should be
proud to be here. You have a great opportunity. Make the
most of it.
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